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Abstract

Cold antihydrogen atoms were produced by mixing cold samples of antiprotons and positrons. The temperature of th
plasma was increased by controlled radio-frequency (RF) heating, and the antihydrogen production was measured.
is observed to decrease with increased temperature but a simple power law scaling is not observed. Significant pro
still present at room temperature.
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1. Introduction

Cold antihydrogen(H̄) atoms have recently bee
produced by two experiments at CERN. First ATH
NA [1] and then ATRAP [2] reported the creatio
of samples of cold antihydrogen by mixing antipr
tons (p̄’s) and positrons (e+’s) at low temperature in
a nested Penning trap [3]. Under these conditions
two main processes [4] expected to be important
H̄ formation are radiative combination and three bo
combination [5–7]. The two mechanisms lead to d
ferent quantum state populations of the antiatoms,
have different dependence on the positron plasma
sity and temperature. Important insights into the f
mation mechanism and state distribution can there
be obtained by studying the temperature depende
of the production of antihydrogen. A better knowled
of the state distribution, and how to influence it,
needed in order to prepare states that can be tra
and studied. For instance, precision spectroscop
antihydrogen promises high precision CPT tests bu
ing on accurate hydrogen spectroscopy [8,9]. In
Letter we present the first studies of the tempera
dependence of antihydrogen production.

2. Antihydrogen production

2.1. Overview

The ATHENA experiment uses antiprotons del
ered by CERN’s Antiproton Decelerator (AD) an
positrons emitted from a22Na radioactive sourc
(1.4× 109 Bq). Both thep̄’s and thee+’s are trapped
cooled and accumulated prior to mixing in a nes
Penning trap. This trap configuration allows simul
neous trapping of oppositely charged particles. T
3 Tesla solenoidal magnetic field which provides
radial confinement also allows positrons to cool e
ciently (with a time constantτ � 0.5 s) to the trap tem
perature by the emission of synchrotron radiation [1
The trap is kept at a temperature of∼ 15 K and the
mixing region at a pressure of less than 10−12 mbar.
In a “standard mixing cycle” the central part of th
nested trap is filled with about 7× 107 e+’s. Once the
positrons have self-cooled, about 104 p̄’s are injected
at about 30 eV and the two particle species allow
to interact for about 3 minutes. At the end of the m
ing cycle the nested trap is emptied and the proc
restarted.

Neutral H̄ atoms escape the confinement reg
and annihilate on the trap electrodes producing
average about five pions (charged and neutral) f
the p̄ annihilation, and two 511 keVγ ’s from thee+
annihilation (the 3γ contribution to ourH̄ signal does
not exceed 5% [11]). The nested trap is surrounde
a detector that allows reconstruction ofH̄ annihilations
[12]. Charged particles are detected by two lay
of double sided silicon micro-strip detectors. T
reconstruction efficiency for̄p annihilation vertices
is about 50%. Photons from positron annihilatio
are detected by CsI crystals with an efficiency
about 20% per photon. Their energy is also measu
with a resolution of 24% (FWHM). Detector reado
is triggered when at least three sides in the ou
silicon modules are hit. Our trigger efficiency f
p̄(H̄) annihilations is 85± 10% and this value ha
been used to correct all the data presented here.
detector intrinsic trigger dead time, in absence of r
out, is about 2 µs. At the beginning of readout
detector trigger is masked for 300 µs to avoid dig
cross talk. This is therefore our maximum trigger de
time which is negligible given a maximum rate
400 Hz. However, the complete readout of the dete
takes about 10 ms and high event rates may lea
saturation of the readout. This effect was monito
and corrected for. More details about the experime
setup and the data acquisition system can be fo
elsewhere [13].

2.2. Positron plasma temperature

Synchrotron cooling of positrons and the inte
particle Coulomb collisions are expected, in the
sence of externally applied perturbations, to bring
plasma into thermal equilibrium with the surroundi
electrodes, which have a temperature of∼ 15 K. In
equilibrium the positron plasma rotates semi-rigid
around the magnetic field axis. Theoretical mod
[10,14,15] and experimental studies [16] indicate t
the positron velocity distribution in the rotating re
erence frame is Maxwellian with a thermal equilibr
tion rate of a few tens of kHz [17]. The antiprotons a
cooled by the positrons through Coulomb collisio
[18–20] in tens of ms. For heated positrons, the co
ing time is somewhat slower (< 1 s). At thermal equi-
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Table 1
Summary of the results of measurements with different positron plasma temperatures.
T is the temperature increase. “p̄’s” is the total number
of antiprotons used in the mixing cycles. The “cos(θγ γ ) excess” is the opening angle excess and “peak” is the peak trigger rate (see t
details). These quantities are available only for the high statistics samples. The integrated number of triggers for different time inter
the start of mixing cycle are also reported. All the values were normalized to a standard cycle with 104 p̄’s. The errors in
T represent the
maximum systematic uncertainty. The errors in cos(θγ γ ), peak trigger rate, and number of triggers are each the combination of statistic
systematic errors


T (meV) p̄’s cos(θγ γ ) excess Peak (Hz) Triggers

3 s 180 s

0 (2.94 ± 0.21)×106 1.65± 0.19 454±44 441±40 2612±240
3+15
−3 (3.46 ± 0.25)×104 – – 395±38 2409±222

7+15
−7 (4.08 ± 0.29)×104 – – 338±32 2233±206

15± 15 (1.82 ± 0.13)×106 1.08± 0.15 381±38 352±32 1981±181
25± 15 (3.13 ± 0.22)×104 – – 214±22 1683±156
43± 17 (1.52 ± 0.11)×106 0.65± 0.11 140±16 167±15 1388±127

121± 19 (3.22 ± 0.23)×104 – – 73±8 1003±94
306± 30 (1.06 ± 0.08)×106 0.04± 0.01 22±5 33±3 827±76
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librium, due to the mass difference, the relative vel
ity between thee+’s and thep̄’s is predominantly due
to the positron plasma temperature.

The positron plasma was characterized by a typ
length of 32 mm, radius of 2.5 mm, particle numb
7 × 107, number density 1.7× 108 cm−3 and storage
time of thousands of seconds. These quantities h
been measured using a nondestructive plasma m
diagnostic method based on the observation of
first two axial modes of a finite temperature plas
[21,22]. The reproducibility of the results, over seve
weeks and under different conditions, was go
Maximum variations in density of about 30% we
observed.

During mixing the positron plasma temperatu
could be changed in a controlled way by RF exc
tion of the axial dipole mode of the plasma. Heati
was achieved by the application of a radio freque
drive to one of the electrodes with a 2 MHz span acr
the dipole mode resonance (typically around 20 MH
at a sweeping frequency of 1 kHz. Excitation at t
dipole mode ensures that the plasma reaches
mal equilibrium rapidly [17]. A measured shift in th
quadrupole frequency was used to calculate the m
nitude of the temperature change with a reason
uncertainty [21,22]. The minimum measurable te
perature increase was about 15 meV (� 175 K). Note
that the modes diagnostic yields only relative temp
ature changes and not the absolute temperature o
positron plasma. The electrode temperature of 15
s

-

thus the lower limit for the unheated plasma temp
ature, and we adopt this as our unperturbed temp
ture.

Mixing of positrons and antiprotons was carri
out for different positron plasma temperatures (
ble 1). Four samples contained enough data to a
a detailed analysis of antihydrogen production, as
scribed in [1]. This set includes the so-called “co
mixing” where no heating was applied, as well as th
samples with
T = 15± 15 meV (� 175 K), 
T =
43± 17 meV (� 500 K) and
T = 306± 30 meV
(� 3500 K, “hot mixing” sample).

For the two samples in Table 1 with a temperat
increase lower than our resolution of 15 meV, a lin
correlation between the applied heating voltage
the temperature increase was assumed. A quadrati
haviour, possible in this regime of low heating pow
would result in very similar
T ’s, the differences be
ing well within the uncertainties associated to the
temperatures.

2.3. Antihydrogen signal

For clarification it should be stressed that in t
following antihydrogen production refers only to a
tiatoms that annihilate on the walls of the charg
particle trap within the detector volume. The det
tor solid angle coverage for̄H emerging isotropically
from the trap center and annihilating at the electro
is estimated to be∼ 98% by Monte Carlo calculation
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Antihydrogen formation was previously [1] demo
strated by full reconstruction of the simultaneous
nihilation of thep̄ ande+. After the determination o
the position of thep̄ annihilation vertex, we search fo
clean evidence ofe+ annihilation 511 keV photons i
the CsI crystal data. A charged particle track interce
ing a crystal eliminates that crystal and its eight ne
est neighbors from consideration. For each of the
maining crystals we require an energy deposit in
511 keV window and no deposit in any of the adjac
ones. We select only those events which have a
tex and two crystals passing these criteria. The “op
ing angle”(θγ γ ) is the angle, as seen from the anni
lation vertex, between these two crystals. An ideaH̄
event will have an opening angle of 180◦, correspond-
ing to cos(θγ γ ) = −1. H̄ annihilations may also pro
duce events with cosθγ γ > −1, since the 511 keVγ ’s
from the positron annihilation may be undetected a
replaced by low energyγ ’s. These backgroundγ ’s are
generated in electromagnetic showers created by
energyγ ’s coming from neutral pion decay. Such pa
of photons have no angular correlation with the
tiproton vertex. This is confirmed by the opening a
gle distribution of a Monte Carlo simulation of pureH̄
annihilations (Fig. 1(a)).

The opening angle distributions for four diffe
ent temperatures are shown in Fig. 1(b)–(e). All d
tributions except that for hot mixing show an e
cess of events at cos(θγ γ ) = −1. The “opening an-
gle excess”, defined as the number of events w
cos(θγ γ ) � −0.95 exceeding the central plateau (s
Table 1), is shown as a function of the temperat
in Fig. 3(a). This number is proportional to the to
number ofH̄ atoms produced during a standard c
cle.

In order to further studyH̄ formation at various
positron temperatures we analyze our measurem
in a variety of ways that may be used as proxies
the direct detection of the antihydrogen annihilat
event. We have shown in a previous publication [1
that in cold mixing the antihydrogen annihilatio
account for a significant fraction (∼ 65%) of the
trigger rate. Fig. 2 shows the trigger rates in
first 3 s of mixing for the four samples with hig
statistics. In Table 1 the number of triggers in the ti
windows 0–3 s and 0–180 s, where 0 is the star
mixing and 180 s is the maximum mixing interval a
reported. These values are corrected for the trig
Fig. 1. Distribution of cos(θγ γ ) for different positron plasma
temperatures. (a) Monte Carlo simulation of a pureH̄ sample,
(b)–(e) measured distributions for positron plasma temperat
with high statistics. The distributions were normalized to a stand
mixing cycle with 104 p̄’s.

efficiency. The total number of triggers during mixin
as a function of the positron plasma temperatur
shown, for all the samples, in Fig. 3(b). The h
mixing data were interpreted as the background
to p̄-only annihilations and were subtracted from t
other samples. The temperature dependence o
trigger data is very similar to that of the opening an
excess. This suggests that the integrated numbe
triggers, after hot mixing background subtraction
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Fig. 2. Trigger rates in the first 3 seconds for 4 different positron plasma temperatures corresponding to high statistics samples. Th
samples have been scaled to a single standard mixing cycle with 104 p̄’s.
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a good proxy for antihydrogen formation not only
cold mixing, as previously shown in [11], but also
the heated samples described here.

We have also looked at the “peak trigger ra
defined as the maximum value of the detector trig
rate after the start of mixing, excluding the fir
20 ms when somēp’s can be lost immediately upo
the injection into the nested trap. Note that for t
samples where antihydrogen production (Fig. 2)
present a dramatic increase in the rate of annihilat
is observed when antiprotons are injected into
positron plasma. A more detailed discussion of
antihydrogen formation time dependence is bey
the scope of this Letter, but we note that the deca
the trigger signal in time is not due only to depleti
of the antiproton sample due tōH production. Spatia
decoupling of the two particle clouds also plays a ro
The peak trigger rate as a function of the plas
temperature is shown in Fig. 3(c) and the valu
corrected for the trigger efficiency, are reported
Table 1. We have previously shown [11] that integra
over the first second of mixing, more than 85%
the triggers are due tōH production. We expect thi
percentage to be even higher for the peak trig
rate. If we use the hot mixing as a background (
Table 1) we can estimate this fraction to be arou
95%, corresponding to an absolute instantaneouH̄
rate of 432± 44 Hz.
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They
ngle excess
not
Fig. 3. Temperature dependence ofH̄ production using different variables. All the quantities are normalized to the cold mixing sample.
are displayed as a function of the absolute positron plasma temperature assuming a cold mixing temperature of 15 K. (a) Opening a
for the high statistics samples, (b) number of triggers for all the samples (thehot mixing sample has been used as background, thus it is
shown), (c) peak trigger rate for the high statistics samples.
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3. Discussion

As indicated earlier, two processes have tra
tionally been expected to be relevant for format
of H̄ during mixing of p̄’s ande+’s. In the radiative
process, a photon carries away the excess mom
tum and energy, and the formed atoms are stron
bound with typical principal quantum numbersn < 10
(Eb > 136 meV). In zero magnetic field the rate f
this process is expected to scale approximately
T −0.63 [7]. In the three-body process, an addition
positron carries away excess momentum and ene
Formation by this mechanism leads initially to weak
bound states withEb ∼ kBT (1.3 meV at 15 K),
-

that are easily ionized by collisions in the positr
plasma. Some of these atoms will collisionally d
excite and become more tightly bound. The expec
temperature dependence in an infinite positron pla
is T −9/2 for formation of states that are resilient to r
ionization [23]. The threshold, also called the “bott
neck”, below which atoms will survive collisional ion
ization isEth

b ∼ 4kBT (5.2 meV at 15 K) [23].
We must first note that the three curves in Fig

contain slightly different information. The openin
angle excess is a definitive measurement of the t
integrated antihydrogen production for the 180
mixing cycle. The same is true of the total numb
of triggers after background subtraction. Both
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these integrated plots are sensitive to effects s
as spatial decoupling of the two particle cloud
and in that sense cannot be used as indication
instantaneous combination rate. The peak trigger
is thus a “cleaner” measurement of the combinat
rate, reflecting the conditions of best overlap at
time when we believe that the antiprotons are clos
to thermal equilibrium with the positrons.

We thus examine the peak trigger rates in Fig. 3
for compatibility with the predictions for the two pro
duction mechanisms. Several general features are
ident. First, the antihydrogen production is observ
to decrease with increased positron plasma temp
ture, as expected. (This effect was used in previ
work to suppress the antihydrogen formation [1].) I
interesting to note that antihydrogen is clearly pres
for room temperature positrons. The second main
ture is that the formation does not scale as a s
ple power law with the positron temperature. The
is a clear turnover of the rate at low temperatu
Furthermore, all attempts to fit the data with com
nations of power laws, e.g., representing a mixt
of two- and three-body processes, are unsucces
The presence of the latter is expected to be most
nounced at temperatures below∼ 10 meV (� 100 K)
[24]; the lower temperature data are however cha
terized by a leveling-off, rather than an increase. T
naive scaling for the three-body reaction,T −9/2, is
clearly inconsistent with our data. It should be no
that collisional relaxation and finite transit time of t
antiprotons through the positron plasma can lead
a different temperature scaling for the three-body
action [7,25,26].

We have also considered whether the radia
reaction is the dominant process. The agreemen
this model is reasonable, at least as far as the sca
with temperature is concerned. Even though a sim
power law is not able to fully reproduce the behavio
of our data a best-fit power law to the peak trigg
rate curve (Fig. 3(c)) yields a dependence ofT −0.7±0.2

(compared toT −0.63 in [7]). We next consider a simpl
estimate of the absolute magnitude for the radia
process. Using the radiative combination cross sec
σrad given in [5,27], summed over all the Rydbe
states able to survive the field ionization and assum
a Maxwellian distribution for the positron plasm
the radiative combination rateRrad can be expresse
as [24]
-

.

Rrad= Np̄ne+
[

m

2πkBT

]3/2

(1)×
∫

vσrad(v)e−mv2/2kBT d3v,

where m is the reduced mass,v is the modulus of
the relative velocity between̄p’s ande+’s, Np̄ the to-
tal number ofp̄, ne+ the positron plasma density an
d3v = 4πv2 dv in the case of pure isotropy. Followin
our simple assumptions, the peak trigger rate sho
be comparable toRrad. Given a temperature of 15 K
and assuming complete overlap between the two
ticle clouds, we calculated an antihydrogen prod
tion rate due to radiative combination in the ATHEN
conditions of about 40 Hz for 10 000̄p’s and 1.7 ×
108 cm−3 positron plasma density. If we compare th
value with our measured value of 432± 44 Hz we
clearly see that the experimental result is one or
of magnitude higher. In other words the absolute m
sured production rate is not obviously compatible w
a simple radiative calculation. Note that any poss
effects of the magnetic field are not taken into acco
in the simple calculation above.

The dynamics of the antihydrogen formation a
transport to the walls is intricate. In addition to t
processes mentioned above, radiative and three-
combination into well-defined quantum states,
particles in a strong magnetic field may also fo
weakly bound, “guiding center” atoms [23]. An
weakly-bound antihydrogen atoms formed may
ionized by collisions in the plasma or by the elect
fields of the trap or the positron plasma itself. T
atoms formed in an excited state will tend to dec
towards the ground state and become stabilized ag
ionization. The detectable antihydrogen flux is th
determined by the competition of the formation/dec
chain with the ionization processes.

For all of our detection schemes, the antihyd
gen atoms must drift to the wall and annihilate the
The antiatoms must pass the combined fields
the positron plasma and the nested trap without
ing ionized. Roughly speaking, loosely bound ato
will be ionized by electric fields greater thanF =
(Eb/0.38 meV)2 [28], whereEb is their binding en-
ergy in meV andF is expressed in V cm−1. The
peak electric field may be calculated from the posit
plasma measurements and the known electrode co
uration, and lies between 40 and 60 V cm−1 depending
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and

75)
on the drift direction of the antiatom. In our appara
the escaping atoms must thus haveEb > 2.4 meV to
be able to reach the wall.

The turnover in the production rate at low tempe
ture is not yet understood. There is a minimum vel
ity scale associated with the positron plasma rotat
but this velocity is radius-dependent and even the m
imum (about 104 m s−1) is too small to explain the po
sition of the observed turnover. This turnover may
associated with the complex equilibrium between f
mation and ionization processes, although experim
tal uncertainty in the measured temperature cha
may also be important.

4. Conclusions

Summarizing, the temperature dependence of
antihydrogen production has been studied for the
time. A clear decrease of the antihydrogen prod
tion with the positron plasma temperature has b
seen, but a simple power law scaling does not
the data. The naive three-body temperature dep
dence(T −9/2) is not consistent with our data an
the expected predominance of this mechanism be
∼ 100 K is not supported by the leveling-off at lo
temperatures. The fall-off in antihydrogen product
is slow enough that it is still measurable at room te
perature in the ATHENA apparatus. This observati
coupled with the behavior at high temperature, s
gests that the radiative mechanism cannot be c
pletely excluded in ATHENA, leading to antiatom
states that are more tightly bound than those obs
able using field ionization techniques. Neverthel
the radiativeH̄ production rate prediction is not ob
viously compatible with our measurement, the form
being an order of magnitude lower.

Theoretical guidance is necessary for further pr
ress in understanding the complex interplay of p
duction and ionization processes in ATHENA. T
effect of the magnetic field, the polarization of t
positron plasma by the injected antiprotons, and
role of guiding center atoms need to be conside
in detail in order to fill in the picture. Simulation o
the dynamics of antiproton slowing and combinat
processes is certainly needed for the conditions of
experiment. Simulations are in progress that sug
that the finite transit time of the antiprotons throu
the positron plasma plays an important role for th
body processes [26]. The experimental challenges
emerge from our study include precise determina
of the positron temperature and density, determina
of the spatial overlap of the positron and antipro
clouds, and analysis of the detailed time-depend
dynamics of the positron–antiproton interaction. T
current inability to diagnose tightly bound states
also a barrier to understanding, highlighting the de
ability of studying laser interactions with antiatoms
the earliest possible time.

The unique positron plasma diagnostics and c
trol developed for ATHENA have made measureme
of antihydrogen production as a function of positr
plasma temperature possible. The detection me
nism employed in ATHENA also offers a first look in
the dynamical time development of the combinat
process. The promise of understanding and, perh
more importantly, controlling this complex proce
with a view towards trapping of neutral antihydrog
is now within experimental reach.
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